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1. Title of Invention
ARRAY SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LOCATING AN IN VIVO SIGNAL SOURCE

2. Claims
1 . A system for localizing an in vivo signal source comprising:

an antenna array adapted to attach to a body, said array comprising a plurality

of antenna elements;

a signal strength detector connected to said antenna array and adapted to

measure signal strength of signals received from the signal source at two or more of

said antenna elements; and

a processing unit adapted to communicate with said signal strength detector

and to correlate the signal strength measurements at two or more of said antenna

elements to an approximate coordinate set for the in vivo signal source.

2. The system according to claim 1, further comprising an antenna selector.

3. The system according to claim 2, wherein each of a subsBt of said plurality

of antenna elements is located near a point having a known coordinate set within a

coordinate system centered in proximity of the body.

4. The system according to claim 3, wherein said processing unit is adapted

to calculate a distance value associated with each signal strength measurement

5. The system according to claim 4, wherein the process is adapted to

estimate the location of the signal source based on the distance values.

6. The system according to claim 3, wherein said processing unit is adapted

to calculate a signal vector for each received signal.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein said processing unit is adapted

to perform a vector sum of the calculated vectors.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein said processing unit is adapted

to perform a conventional vector sum operation on a subset of the calculated

vectors, the subset being composed of the largest vectors, and to perform a
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weighted sum operation on the signal vectors which are relatively smaller than the

vectors in the subset.

9. The system according to claim 8, further comprising a display unit adapted

to display the approximate coordinate set of the signal source.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the display unit is adapted to

display a representation of a body and a pointer showing the approximate coordinate

set of the signal source.

11. The system according 1c claim 1 wherein the antenna array comprises

eight antenna elements.

12. A method for localizing an in vivo signal source with a wearable antenna

array, said method comprising the steps of

receiving a signal at two or more antenna elements within the array;

measuring the received signal strength; and

correlating the signal strength measurements to an approximate coordinate

set.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein each of at least two antenna

elements is located near a point having a known coordinate set within a coordinate

system centered In proximity of the body.

14. The method according to claim 13, further comprising the step of

calculating a distance value associated with a received signal.

15. The method according to claim 14, further comprising the step of

con*elating the location of the signal source using the distance values associated

with two or more antenna elements.

16. The method according to claim 1 3, further comprising the step of

calculating a signal vector relating to each received signal.
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17. The method according to Cairn 16, further comprising the step of
performing a vector sum operation of the signal vectors.

18. The method according to Caim 17. fcnher comprising the s,eP of app,ing
a weighing factor to a signal vector.

1
9 The method according ,0 Cairn 18. wherein the weighing factor is appiied

to signaf vectors having a relatively small magnitude.

20. The method according to claim 19. further comprising the step of
displaying the signal source's estimated location.

•ocation Is displayed graphically as a pointer with a figure of a Pody

^s.gnalsourcehy.eceMngasignalattwo
or more antenna elements w,hin the

array.
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3. Detailed Description of Invention
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to an in vivo camera system and in

particular to a system and method for identifying the position of such an in vivo

camera system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Various in vivo measurement systems are known in the art. They typically

include ingestible electronic capsules which collect data and which transmit the data

to a receiver system. These capsules, which are moved through the digestive

system by peristalsis, include "Heidelberg" capsules to measure pH, "CoreTemp"

capsules to measure temperature and other capsules to measure pressure

throughout the intestines. They have also been used to measure gastric residence

time and intestinal passage time, which is the time it takes for food to pass through

the stomach and intestines.

The intestinal capsules typically include a measuring system and a

transmission system, where the transmission system transmits the measured data at

radio frequencies to the receiver system. Alternate systems can store all the data

within a storage device In the capsule. The data can then be read after the capsule

exits the gastrointestinal (Gl) tract.

In vivo camera systems are known, such one known camera system

which is carried by a swallowable capsule. The in vivo video camera system captures

and transmits images of the Gl tract while the capsule passes through the

gastrointestinal lumen. The system includes a capsule that can pass through the

entire digestive tract and operate as an autonomous video endoscope.
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Prior attempts at localizing an intra-gastric and intrauterine .transmitting

capsule includes spatially scanning a non-ambulatory patient with a receiver. The

receiver and scanning system locates the points with the highest reception and plots

a track of the capsule, the assumption being- that the capsule is at the location where

the strongest signal is received. These attempts use a laboratory device that is

non-portable and non-commercial.

Other attempts at localizing an in vivo capsule analyze the statistics of signal

variation during the passage of the capsule through the Gl tract. Large signal level

variations are observable during the passage of the capsule through specific

significant locations in the lumen and these variations are associated with specific

anatomical features. This method is inherently inaccurate since the anatomically

significant locations of the Gl tract are not rigidly attached to a fixed frame of

reference.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

As part of the present invention, there Is an antenna array having multiple

antenna elements. The antenna array may be fixed to a body, and two or more

antenna element may receive a signal from an in vivo signal source. A signal

strength of a received signal may be measured and an estimated location of the

signal source may be derived from the signal strength measurements.
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The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and

distinctly claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention,

however, both as to organization and method of operation, together with containers,

features, and advantages thereof, may best be understood by reference to the

following detailed description when read with the accompanying drawings .

It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements

shown in the figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the

dimensions of some of the elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements

for clarity. Further, where considered appropriate, reference numerals may be

repeated among the figures to indicate corresponding or analogous elements.
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The processes and displays presented herein are net inherently related to any

parties computer or other apparatus. Various genera, purpose systems may be
used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or ft may prove

convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform the desired method.

The desired structure for a variety of these systems will appear from the description

below. In addition, embodiments of the present invention are not described with

reference to any Particu.ar programming language. „ will be appreciated that a variety

of programming fcnguages may be used to implement the teachings of the inventions

as described herein.

Reference is now made to Figs. 1A and ,B. As part of the present invention

an in vivo signa, source may be .oca.ized using .^ antenna^ „^
array beft 10. as shown in Figs. 1A and 18. The antenna array be,t 10 is fitted such
that ft may be wrapped around a patient and attached to a signa. recorder 20.

Addftiona. embodiments indude antenna elements having adhesive, whfch may adhere
the element to a point on a body. Each of the antennas elements 10a through 10* In

the array may connect via coa*,a, cab.es to a connector. wh,ch connects to the

recorder 20. Each antenna element 10a through lOz may be a ,oop antenna, or may
be any other antenna configuration known in the art.

in one embodiment the antenna array beft Incudes e.ght antenna e.emenls
that are typicaly positioned

,
on a subject's midsectbn. Fcr exampte. the antenna

dements can be positioned as follows A first antenna element is positioned on the

.nterseotlon of «he right 7* Inters, space and right mid Cavicular ..ne; a second
antenna element is positioned on the xiphoki process; a third antenna element is

Positioned on the Hersection of the left 7* intercostal space and left mid Cavicular tine;

a fourth antenna etement is positioned on the right .umbar region at umbi.ica. ,eve.; a
«h antenna etement is positioned above the nava,

: a slvth antenna e.ement is

positioned on the M .umbar region at umbilical teve.; a seventh antenna etemen, is
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Shown in Fig. 5 are three signal vectors relating to signals received at three

antenna elements 10d. 10p. 10q. Beginning at the origin of a coordinate system

centered at the naval, each signal vector points in the direction of Its respective

antenna element and has a magnitude relating to the strength of the received signal.

Each signal vector may be calculated as the product of a pointing vector from the origin

to the point where its respective antenna element is placed, multiplied by a normalized

received signal value. A normalized signal strength value may be computed by

dividing each measured signal strength value by the strongest measured value. This

results in the strongest measured value being normalized to 1. and the rest to values

smaller than one. Thus, the signal vector pointing to an antenna element receiving Ihe

strongest signal level will look identical to its pointing vector. The other signal vectors

will be shorter than their pointing vectors.

The estimated point or location of the signal source 100 may be estimated as

the vector sum of all the signal strength vectors, the location vector. Signal vectors

may be calculated for two or more antenna elements 10a through 10z. Signal vectors

can be calculated for only elements placed at the front of ihe torso, or as Fig. 6 shows,

signal vectors may also be calculated for elements placed at the back of the body (F.g.

1B). The point estimated to be the location of the signal source 100 in Fig. 6 is within

the body. Typically, the location vector starts at the origin of a three dimensional

system and ends at a point within the body.

As part of the present invention, one may use an absolute coordinate set

where points on the body are measured In terms of standard units such as centimeters

or inches. Alternatively, one can assign values relative to anatomical points on the

body and later normalize the results. For example, an antenna element placed at the

naval may be given the coordinate set 0.0; an element placed at the right end of the

torso at naval level may be given the coordinate set 5.0; and an element place at left

end of the torso -5.0. Distance values or vector magnitudes can be calculated using
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Ihese coordinate sets. And later the values may be proportionally adjusted to fit the

body's actual dimensions. For example, if there was calculated a distance value of 2.5

inches based on the above stated coordinates, but it was later measured that the body

was actually 7 unit from naval to the right' end, the distance value of 2.5 could be

adjusted in the same proportion, 7/5.

Only the two or three strongest signal sources may be used, rejecting the

weaker signal strength values, to calculate signal vectors or distance values upon

which a location estimate is based. Once the strongest group of signals is identified, a

second signal strength measurement may be performed. The processing unit may be

adapted to perform a conventional vector sum operation on a subset of the largest

vectors, and to perform a weighted sum operation on the signal vectors which are

relatively smaller. Other manipulations of the collected signals may be used, using

other operations.

The antenna selector 25 may be adjusted to perform a scan of only the

antenna elements from which the strongest signals were received, excluding ell other

antennas. Excluding or rejecting signal Information from antennas providing weak

signals generally increases signal to noise ratios.

However, in another embodiment, location vectors or distance values may be

calculated relating to many antenna elements and signal vectors having relatively tow

magnitudes may be multiplied by a reducing/weighing factor as shown in Fig. 7.

An estimated location of an in vivo signal source may be continuously or

semi-continuously tracked. An instantaneous velocity vector for the signal source may

be computed using the position information. For example, the velocity vector would be

the vector starting at the tip of a first location vector and ending at the tip of a

consecutive location vector. Or. the signal source's speed may be computed as a

derivative of its position, and its direction may be plotted on a display or a graph

functionally associated with the data recorder 20.
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1. Abstract
A system and method tor iocalizing an in vivo signal source using a wearable

antenna array having at .east two antenna elements. The signs, is received and a
signs, strength is measured a, two or more antenna elements. An estimated

coordinate set is derived from the signal strength measurements.

2. Reprosentatl ve Drawing
F1 9 . 3


